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Modernists do not hold much stock in the past. They want to bring down the old system and build a new one, preferably from scratch. But the tradition they strive to overcome does not readily yield to force. Bolsheviks discovered this in 1917 when they tried to replace the Tsarist bureaucracy with the communist enterprise. Russia and East European liberals are now learning the same, as they struggle to wipe out the socialist legacy and usher in capitalism.

The 14 essays assembled in this volume convey the rich ironies of history powerfully reminding us that politics do not suffer political theory gladly. Nearly a decade after the communist regimes were toppled, East Central European economies lay in tatters. East German industry that once employed 3 million people has less than one million workers today. Well over a third of all enterprises in Hungary now operate at a loss. Since the late 80s, the Russian GDP has dropped about 30 percent. With bankruptcies on the rise, wealth polarization unabated and the prospects for recovery uncertain at best, the backlash against reforms is inevitable. The second wave of elections in Russia and East Central Europe brought to power the nationalists and ex-communists who promised to mitigate the social cost of reform, if not to reverse the course of history.

Paradoxically, it is the radical manner in which liberals sought to do away with the past that deepened the transitional crisis. The past, according to researcher presented in the book, is a resource that must be harnessed in the cause of market reforms. To begin with, a typical socialist economy was never as monolithic as it appeared to be. It was fueled by a vast network of personal ties, reciprocal favor- and capital-enhancing strategies that fostered networking skills and entrepreneurial spirit indispensable for post-socialist transformation. The cultural and social capital that the old elite accumulated during the ancient regime comes in handy today, evidenced by the key role its members play in the new economy.

The winner-take-all strategy many reformers advocate in pursuing privatization is also likely to backfire, for it undermines the organizational diversity and cross-ownership vital to economic evolution. Recombinant property forms that blend public and private rights and allow their owners to spread liabilities are better suited for the volatile market conditions characteristic of the transitional period.

The drive for free market has had one more unanticipated consequence: it brought the paternalistic state back into the marketplace and stifled regional autonomy and local initiative. What cannot be readily accomplished on the national level, the research shows, might well work regionally where local network capital is
apt to be mobilized more efficiently. Like their predecessors, post-socialist systems are negotiated orders achieved in situ by skillful agents operating in regional contexts and hedging against unforeseeable futures.

The book is an important contribution to the fast-growing field of transitional studies. It features some of the most exciting theoretical thinking currently employed in economics, sociology, and political science. The project is itself a testimony to the power of networks: it shows what an international team of academic entrepreneurs with vastly different backgrounds can accomplish by pooling their resources and taking on regnant orthodoxies. And if the book raises more questions than it answers, it is because this academic network continues to evolve.

All this is not to say that the theoretical perspective animating this collective project is free from blind spots. Its proponents need to pay closer attention to the social cost of various strategies driving postsocialist reforms. The issue of justice is key to liberal reform, whose success in large measure hinges on the leaders' ability to justify its iniquities. It would be interesting to see how network theorists rationalize primitive capital accumulation currently afoot in Russia and East Central Europe.

Another lacunae that the network-oriented approach has to fill is organized crime. The present volume leaves the issue alone, yet an argument could be made that organized crime plays a major role in shaping post-socialist economies. Here is an important test of how far the present research team is willing to go in its endorsement of organizational diversity and cross-ownership. With much of Russian trade and financial services controlled by criminal syndicates, the issue is hardly a theoretical one.

The notion that "entrepreneurship is not a function of individual personality but of a social network" is well taken — witness the entrepreneurial imagination refugees from socialism demonstrate once they find their way abroad. But the argument also makes sense when played in reverse: individuals set up networks, and some personalities are better at it than others. It was not just their ability to network that gave Protestants an advantage over the competition in the late seventeenth century. If Weber is right, it was also a spirit, an ethic, a personality. Meanings sedimented in the lifeworld and passed on from one generation to another have something to do with structural continuity and change.

Network theory has produced a line of inquiry that promises to reshape Russian and East Central European Studies. It will serve as a useful antidote to Western triumphalism, gloating over the communist demise, and the carpetbaggers' rush to sell sure-proof recipes to the vanquished. We should not forget, however, that network theory is first and foremost a language, a rhetoric, a poetics, really, with all its favorite tropes like "diversity," "ambiguity," "uncertainty," "chaotic systems," "network capital," and "muddling through." Long after the young Turks will have
been subjected to the same irreverent treatment they now unleash on the present orthodoxies, they will be remembered not for the facts they unearthed or recommendations they had to offer (the network-capital-rich East Asia is hardly a model anyone in East Europe would care to emulate today), but for the intellectual vigor and moral imagination that inform the best of their narrative.

The Elements of Social Theory.
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Much of what passes for social theory today can be classified as either works about theorists or cultural critiques of theory, rather than theoretical explanation. Social theorists' encounters with various "post" theoretical movements seem to have generated a timid, watered-down version of sociological theory. Such is not the case, however, for Barry Barnes in his recent work The Elements of Social Theory. Barnes, one of Britain's leading social theorists and sociologists of knowledge and science, provides a defense of the original notion of sociological theory as an endeavor that actively seeks to explain social formations.

Building upon arguments developed in his earlier influential work The Nature of Power (1988), Barnes's central purpose is to provide "an account of the basic form that theory ought to take" in the social sciences. This, he believes, can best be accomplished through applying an interactionist framework to many of the long-standing issues and problems in macrosocial theory. The central problem with macro accounts, in Barnes's view, is that they contain overly individualistic notions of how structure relates to action — they fail to adequately account for the relationship between things out there and things in here. Although the discipline of sociology is anti-individualistic in its general outlook, it has, nevertheless, incorporated many ideas from individualistic social theories. For example, functionalist influenced social theory often treats action as the private acquiescence to social norms or beliefs. Such covert theoretical individualism is often linked with essentialistic understandings of social norms, concepts, and beliefs. In this situation, concepts, norms, and beliefs are given a life independent of the symbolic negotiation and embedded practices of the social actors who make them meaningful. However, the micro approach Barnes advocates recognizes action to be situational, negotiated and mutually coordinated. Such a conceptualization makes both the privatized treatment of norms and essentialism problematic. Norms, societal concepts, or beliefs are never private matters of calculation and rule awareness that flow from transcendent structural arrangements. Rather, they are always encountered, constructed, and reconstructed via the continual negotiation of meaning at the level of interacting agents.